Commissioning of applicator-guided stereotactic body radiation therapy boost with high-dose-rate brachytherapy for advanced cervical cancer using radiochromic film dosimetry.
To describe an EBT3 GAFCHROMIC film-based dosimetry method to be used in commissioning of a combined HDR brachytherapy (HDRB) and stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) boost for treatment of advanced cervical cancer involving extensive residual disease after external beam treatment. A cube phantom was designed to firmly fit an intrauterine tandem applicator and EBT3 radiochromic film pieces. A high-risk clinical target volume (CTVHR, Total) was contoured with an extended arm at one side. The HDRB treatment was planned to cover the proximal CTVHR, Total with 7 Gy and the distal volume, referred to as CTVHR, Distal, was planned by SBRT for dose augmentation. After HDRB treatment delivery, SBRT treatment was delivered within 1 hour by image guidance using the applicator geometry. Intentional 1D and 2D misalignments were introduced to evaluate the effect on target volumes. In addition, effect of film reirradiation at different time gaps and dose levels was evaluated. Film dosimetric accuracy, with up to 2 hours gap between irradiations, was shown to be unaffected. A 2%/2 mm gamma analysis between measured and planned doses showed agreement of >99%. Misalignments of more than 2 mm between applicator and SBRT isocenter resulted in suboptimal dose-volume histogram affecting mostly D98% and D90% of CTVHR, Distal. Visualizing how target dose-volume metrics are affected by minor misalignments between SBRT and HDRB dose gradients, in light of achievable phantom-based experimental quality assurance level, encourages the clinical applicability of this technique. Radiochromic film was shown to be a valuable tool to commission procedures combining two different treatment planning systems and modalities with varying dose rates and energy ranges.